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Microsoft has been asked to comment on the 
“Japan brokenness issue.” 

 

There is considerable industry concern about this 
issue, with many major website operators 
considering blacklisting AAAA records for Japan. 

 

We wanted to share the facts we’re confident of 
and support the community in understanding the 
issue. 

You’re the experts on your networks and the 
configurations you ship to customers! 

 

 



Expectations Our Goals 

Expectations of Brokenness 

Reality Real experience with IPv6 brokenness in Japan 

What do we know about brokenness in Japan? 

Solutions Our stance on possible solutions 



Improving Client Visibility 
Verify that websites could support IPv6 without causing 
connectivity issues for users. 

 
Directly measure the size and composition of the IPv6 user base. 

 

Driving Scale and Traffic Volume 
Drive load through the IPv6 hardware, software, and datacenters. 

 

Obtain a full account of the operations issues involved in 
supporting IPv6 at scale. 

 



Brokenness estimates were fairly high before 
IPv6 day (> .1%) 

Build-up towards June 6 identified many 
issues across the board 

 



Media coverage about 
“World IPv6 Day” was quite 
scary. 

Set up hotline with JAIPA 
and ISPs for when critical 
issue happened 

Its really regrettable if 
users associate IPv6 with 
slowness and instability. 



Participants went on an information 
campaign 

Microsoft had notifications all over our 
Japanese sites 

 

Fixed Before IPv6 Day 

KB2529406 

Internet Explorer often fails to display contents when 

IPv4 and IPv6 network are available. 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2529406/ 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2529406/
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2529406/


③ 

http://www.microsoft.com/japan 

http://www.bing.com 



Potential issues during 
World IPv6 Day 

IPv6 information for  
Vista / 7 users 
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No spike was observed 
Support calls 

Access logs 

Internet did not explode. 

Possible that TCP RSTS were sufficient to make the 
problem non-noticeable to users. 

Combination of browser caching, blacklisting and the 
short duration of World IPv6 Day all might have 
contributed to the non-problem. 

Is the lack of feedback enough to say “success?” 
People don’t like to call support. 

Do we really want to wait for users to complain? 

 



The facts: 
A RFC 3484 compliant host will generally prefer IPv6 
when configured with the right routes.  

(Windows 7 + Windows Vista) 

When hosts are configured with false routes, for the 
most part there is a delay in web connectivity. 

TCP RSTs mitigate the experience issue, but not entirely. 

 

• There are varied estimates for number of affected 
customers. 

• “Real” user impact is unclear because of the lack of 
direct customer feedback. 



• The IPv6 transition should make things better for 
real people. 

• Transition should be totally unnoticed except for 
the gentle feeling that things are better now. 

IPv6 makes things 

worse 

IPv6 makes things 

slightly slower 

IPv6 has no effect 

on performance 

IPv6 makes things 

faster 

Short-term 
Expectation 

Long-term 
Expectation 
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If you find a good solution and 
become attached to it,  

the solution may become your 
next problem. 

 
- Robert Anthony  



Not require customers to upgrade or 
reconfiguration their devices – the expectation 
is that Internet should just “work.” A complete 
solution isn’t feasible if it requires changes to 
already-deployed devices. 

 

Allow customers should enjoy the benefits of 
IPv6, and enable Japan to transition smoothly to 
IPv6. A permanent solution that eventually 
enables IPv6 Internet access is what is needed 



Reconfiguration of hosts with custom prefix policy 

Scary because: 
Current supported methods of prefix policy 
modification aren’t intended for usage by network 
operators (at least for Windows) 

Users don’t want to run custom tools or reconfigure 
things, today’s expectation is that things just work 

This can complicates a user’s life as they move their 
devices around, possible getting them into a broken 
state. 

No standard way to configure policy (that any 
major vendor has implemented) 

Not a popular design path regardless 



Killing all AAAA records 
ISPs or site operators could do this and its been 
discussed 

Quickly resolves issue, but doesn’t provide a clear 
pathway for users eventually accessing the IPv6 
Internet. The problem has to be solved in a real 
way. 

Sends wrong message 
Years of IPv6 investment in Japan, only to be effectively 
deactivated on a national scale because of a 
misconfiguration 

Small sites can’t quash AAAA records easily on a 
national basis 



Users should be allowed to trust their router 
and service providers – a customer’s 
machine shouldn’t be configured with 
routes that aren’t actually available. 

 

As a fallback, hosts functionality can be 
augmented to verify the veracity of 
advertised routes or to multithread 
connections (Happy Eyeballs) 

Requires major OS/device changes 



IPv6 brokenness is a real problem in Japan, though 
the scope and impact of that problem is debatable. 

Even if its just a few users who aren’t noticing, this is 
still something that should be fixed. 

Microsoft has been looking closely at “Happy 
Eyeballs” type solutions.  

But that’s a mitigation to accidental misconfigurations, 
not necessarily breaking things purposefully.  

Users expect things to work, and work quickly. 
Its imperative that we don’t lose sight of that during 
the IPv6 transition. 
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